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• Limited flight resources (e.g., mass, power, volume, data)  view Crew Health and Performance (CHP) as 
an integrated part of flight system development.
• We are applying systems engineering within HRP to better integrate with exploration offices that are in 
formulation.
Challenges and Design Approach
Canga, M., Shah, R., Mindock, J., Antonsen, E. A Strategic Approach to Medical Care for Exploration Missions. 67th International Astronautical Congress (IAC), Guadalajara, Mexico, Sept. 2016  
Antonsen, E., Hanson, A., Shah, R., Reed, R., Canga, M.  Conceptual Drivers for an Exploration Medical System. 67th International Astronautical Congress (IAC), Guadalajara, Mexico, Sept. 2016  
• Deep space exploration missions present new challenges to crew health and performance: 
– Effects of hazards on crew health and performance are not 
completely known for long durations or deep space
– Communication delays, blackout periods
– No resupply, prepositioning at best
– No medical evacuation
Photo credit: NASADeep space will be different…
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• Protect from environmental hazards
– Radiation protection
– Noise, vibration, CO2, etc.
• Keep healthy crew well
– Exercise
– Other physiological countermeasures
– Food
– Behavioral health
• Prevent, diagnose, treat, manage long-term health care
– Data system
• Medical Data Capture
• Medical Training
– Medical devices
– Medical supplies
• Support crew to accomplish mission tasks 
– Procedures
– Training
– User interfaces
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Medical System Must…
SE Approach to Get There
Subsystem 
requirements & 
architecture
Do we have the capabilities to meet 
the needs?
Do we need altered allocations?
System 
requirements & 
architecture
Stakeholder 
needs, goals
NASA 
Standards
Program 
requirements & 
architecture
Characterize 
system
Analyze & 
trade
Design & 
Build
System functions & 
behaviors
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Using Model-Based 
Systems Engineering:
The needs identified by this work will drive future ExMC research
5Applying Systems Engineering to Integrate –
Context in Representative System
Ref.: IWS 2019
Scope Outcomes
Habitat System
Ground System
Crew as 
Caregiver 
Crew as 
Explorer or 
Patient 
Structures Avionics & Software
Guidance, 
Navigation and 
Control
Comm & 
Tracking Power etc.
Crew Health and Performance
Environmental 
Health
Crew 
Performance
Crew Health
and Wellness
MedOps
Medical
Crew Health and Performance Data
Charge since IWS 2019
1. Level of Care IV Medical System 
Requirements
2. Trade Space Analysis Tools 
Pilot II
3. IMPACT Prototype .1
4. MIAMI Partnership
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7Level of Care IV Medical System Requirements
Ref.: CHP 
ConOps 2018
Medical Domain
102 Functional Requirements
Testbed and Research Domain
25 Functional Requirements
Task Performance Support 
Domain
7 Functional Requirements
Data Domain
28 Functional Requirements
Wellness Support Domain
26 Functional Requirements
Environmental Protection 
Domain
13 Functional Requirements
Human Domain
11 Functional Requirements
Performance Domain
13 Requirements
Requirements relationships to discipline inputs  
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Input from 
clinicians -
Capability 
Category:
Perform 
Imaging 
Output from 
Rqmts Team -
Rqmt: Perform 
Imaging
Example question for 
current iteration: 
Are the requirement text 
and rationale statements a 
reasonable reflection of 
intent for the related inputs? 
This is building the 
bridge between SME 
content and 
engineering language!
9Level 4 rqmt name Rationale support by ConOps-derived 
functions (pink) and clinical capability 
category (green) inputs
Child rqmts will be based on more 
detailed input (e.g., clinical capabilities) 
(blue)
Visualizing the requirement “legs to stand on” 
Purpose of the Tool Suite
ExMC’s Need: 
Provide a data-driven means to inform human health and performance 
risk mitigation interests during resource-constrained exploration mission 
development.
Eventually want to answer questions like these:
• Does 1 kg of meds or water or an AED best reduce medical risk? 
• What is the benefit of changing crew's water rations from 2 to 3L daily on 
medical risk? 
• If we could reduce the mass or volume of hardware X by 50%, would it 
be sufficient in value to manifest?
Tool Suite
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Phase 2 Pilot Project in FY19
– More integration among the tools 
– Defined interfaces
– Shorter lead times in getting results
– Updated MedID resource data 
– Exercised the new MEDPRAT set selector (optimizer) extensively
– More sophisticated post-processing to expedite interpretation of results
– Identified effects on the overall system (conditions, requirements) using the SysML
model
Trade Space Analysis Tools Pilot Project II Configuration
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Systems Engineering Tool 
SysML Model*
Probabilistic Risk 
Analysis Tool
MEDPRAT 
Set Selector* 
and 
SimulatorResource Tool
MedID*
Post-Processing Tools
Excel & Tableau*
Medical Evidence
Legacy Data 
(from iMED) Output 
Data
Input 
Data
* = areas with significant development of new capability during Phase 2 
Post ProcessingInputs PRA Repeat
Goals of IMPACT
1) Enable systematic trade study evaluations
Aid stakeholders in making informed decisions 
regarding developing a medical system.
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2) Inform Research Priorities
Aid stakeholders in making informed decisions 
regarding the funding and prioritization of research
Assess the risk buy-down with metrics for risk, 
resource characterizations, and requirements 
satisfaction.
MIAMI Partnership
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In summary, ExMC has:
• Established a Systems Engineering team, processes, 
and products to integrate with exploration programs
• Built a bridge across medical and engineering domains
• Created a capability to provide traceable, defensible 
system development products
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Backup
Example Medical Functional Requirements
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Example Medical Data System Requirements
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Example Medical Interface Requirements
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Example Technical Performance Requirements
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